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(Figure 7)
The rest of this presentation is devoted to the specific geometry
requirements for the program SOUSSA P (Steady, Oscillatory and Unsteady,
Subsonic and Supersonic Aerodynamics; Productiori Version). As presented
above, the Green's function method yi.lds an integral equation over the
surface of the aircraft and its wake (with differential-delay dependence
on time). Dividing the surfaces in quadrilateral elements and assuming
the potential, the normalwash and the potential discontinuity to be
constant within each element, one obtains Eq. (1).
The coefficients B, h , C, h , etc., are evaluated analytically, with
the original surface Qh approximated by a hyperboloidal paraboloid
(hyperboloidal element). Low-order numerical quadrature is used for
distant elements.
In order to complete the formulation three additional relationships
are required:
1. Boundary conditions, relating normalwash ^ to the generalized
coordinates qm (Eq. 2)
2. Bernoulli's theorem relating pressure coefficient C 	 to
potential ^ (Eq. 3)
3. Definition of generalized forces, e m , as functionals of the
pressure coefficient C  (Eq. 4)
Finally combining Eqs. 1 to 4 one obtains the matrix E relating
the general. ,.zed forces, em , to the generalized coordinates, qm.
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This figure presents the contents of Checkpoint N1 (input to module
BODYG), which consists of information describing the geometry of the
aircraft body. It is user-oriented in that the quantities required are
compatible with the output of state-of-the-art geometry preprocessors.
Also, if the aircraft is syrrwtetric •,r:th respect to the x-z plane, then
only the right half need be su,^plied. The same is true for the x-y plane.
Regarding; the individual components of Checkpoint M1:
o The Cartesian coordinates of the nodes are assumed to be those of
the aircraft already oriented as desired by the user.
o Referring to the example depicted in the figure, element number 1,
corner 1. yields t.ode number 2.
• The body-symmetry code numbers reflect whether symmetry is
considered with respect to the x-z and/or y-z planes.
• The element code numbers provide information such as whether
	 lI
or not a wake emanates from an edge of an element, or if an edge
	 i
coincides with a hinge line, etc.
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Figure 10
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CHECKPOTNTS N.3 , 3 AND 4
(Figure 10)
This figure presents the contents of Checkpoints X2 (input to Module
WAKEG), N3 (input to Module E4MOD) and M4 (input to Module E1MOD).
Checkpoint #2 consists of information describing the geometry of the
wake. By describing the wake as a collection of strips, many different
form> of input can easily be made compatible. If a wake strip is symmetric
with respect to the x-z plane, then only the right half need be supplied
(same for the x-y plane).
Also,
• Desired orientation of the wake with respect to the aircraft is
assumed to already be satisfied.
• The matrix which relates each wake-strip number with the
corresponding four trailing-edge eli-ment numbers is used in
evaluating the trailing edge values of the potential and for
determining the values of the pressure discontinuity at the
centroid of the trailing-edge elements.
Checkpoint #3 corresponds to the generalized-forces deformation modes,
and Checkpoint N4 corresponds to the boundary-condition deformation modes.
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(Figure 11)
This, figure presents the contents of Checkpoints N5 (input to mu,iule COE:FB)
and #6 (input to modules COE:FB and COEFW). These checkpoints are at a
lower level than checkpoints MI -b if one views the SOUSSA P flow diagrrun
as it top-down representation. The implications of this are that these
checkpoints are not as "utter-oriented" as higher-level checkpoints, since
program execution has progressed to this point. This is evidenced by the
fact that for Checkpoint N5, the same quantities an Checkpoint N1 are
required except that symmetry conditions (and their advantages in preparing
geometrical. input) are not considered. Furthermore, geometrical quantities
such as the base vectors aril normals of surface elements are not as readily
available from geometry preprocessors as the information contained in
Che(, kp:)int M1. These considerations; must be accounted for by those
users desiring co begin execution of SOUSSA P at this level.
For version 1.1 of SOUSSA P, the location of the control points must
be specified as the geometrical centroids of the body elements. For
future versions (first-order finite element formulation), the location
of the nodes will be the necessary input.
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CHECKPOINT N7
(F'it-ure 12)
This figure pre: • ents thr contents of Checkpoint N7 (input to module
COEFW). This is also not a tops-level checkpoint, hence, its content: may
not be as "u.:w r-oriented" as, say, Checkpoint NP. For instanov, at this
level:
o The coordinates of the wake elements (as opposed to the woke
strips) are required, and no symmetry conditions mrty be taken
advantage of (i.e., all the element:, must be input).
o The matrix used in correction for the trailing-edge potential
values, for example, must be given for the elements comprising
the complete wake.
o Moat geometry preprocessors would not provide the matrix of the
coefficients of Influence of the trailing-edge elements that
determines the value of the potential discontinuity for each wake
element. Note for SOUSSA P 1.1 these coefficients are simply 1
and -1, but for later versions, splines could be used to determine
these coefficients.
i
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(Figure 13)
Work now under consideration includes higher-order finite-element
formulations. In particular, work on first-order finite element is now
underway. Splines are also teing considered for various modules.
Also under consideration is the extension to transonic unsteady flow.
This requires the addition of two terms. the first is due to the rorj-
linearit.ies in the differential equation, the second to the presence
of shocks. The equation is solved step-by-step in the time domain. The
location of the shock and its intensity are obtained at each time step.
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